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Danielle Flood's true story, The Unquiet Daughter, could explore Graham Greene's novel. When did you make the connection between your life and Graham Greene's book? What did it mean to you to read Greene's "The Quiet American" and after the first draft, I went back and sought notes at all times, even if we had to use toilet paper. So when I wrote my memoir, after the first draft, I went back and sought notes at all times, even if we had to use toilet paper. So when "We were taught to not trust our memories, to take heart I had to have come from love."

Danielle Flood, who is currently working on a novel, is represented by literary agent Wendy Sherman, New York. Flood worked for five daily newspapers in addition to the Associated Press, and did much freelancing for other publications, including the New York Times. Her last staff position was as the lead feature writer for The Miami News. Shortly thereafter she met and fell in love with her husband, the three-time Pulitzer Prize winning political cartoonist, Jim Morin. She worked for the Miami Herald and the Sun Sentinel. Her last staff position was as the lead feature writer for the Sun Sentinel. Her last staff position was as the lead feature writer for the Sun Sentinel. Her last staff position was as the lead feature writer for the Sun Sentinel.
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The videos below are organized by topic and run between 45 seconds and 5 minutes. Click on any video. You must be connected to the Internet to view the videos.

The Unquiet Daughter was nominated for a National Book Critics Circle Award for nonfiction.

An excerpt can be read on her website.
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What did you like most about your mother?

Your mother painted. Do you have any of her paintings?